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The Stork Centre and Summer Camp, Zabrodie, Belarus 
 

Key to plan 
 
 
 

1. Entrance to the Stork Centre, with three sets of flags on posts leading to an archway through to the garden 
2. Main path to be wide enough for someone to walk beside a wheelchair 
3. Side paths to 1 metre wide 
4. Lawn 
5. Mound created with spoil from old paths that are to be broken up. Cover with soil from new pond excavation. 

Plant with trees 
6. Gazebo, with space beside seat for wheelchair 
7. New fence painted in local style to separate Stork Centre from Summer Camp. Arch and gate through to 

Summer Camp 
8. Tree seat under tree with stork’s nest. Topiary caterpillar 
9. Stork Centre 
10. Paved area surrounded by shrub planting. Freestanding seats 
11. Sensory walk. Tree and shrub planting to create a secretive path with sensory surprises around each corner: 

wind chimes, objects to touch and bang, mirrors, bird table, animal shapes etc. 
12. Wooden pergola with space for tables and chairs, so all residents can be seated. Barbeque area 
13. New pond. Spoil to be used to fill existing pond. Large deck over pond looking towards the forest with 90 cm 

high fence on pond edge for safety. Decking walkway through the reeds. Pebble beach for wildlife to access 
pond. Large boulders amongst reeds near beach 

14. New ditch along line of wall for surface water drainage, as well as pond and drain overflow 
15. Living willow arch and gate through to the woodland walk. Indigenous hedge to separate Stork Garden from 

Summer Camp 
16. Quite garden with space for swing seat and wheel chair 
17. Shrub planting 
18. Existing concrete parking area with new paths off leading to other areas 
19. Existing pavilion and well 
20. Paved area in front of dining verandah. Path to link to kitchen 
21. Existing orchard. Hammocks slung between trees 
22. Area for large tree trunk for able bodied children to clamber over 
23. Performance circle enclosed by hedge, large enough for moveable benches and wheelchairs around perimeter 
24. Shower block, with large concrete path to surround. Shrub planting to front 
25. Relocate existing play equipment. Shed to be relocated to perimeter for storage of games equipment 
26. Story telling area, with simple country style benches and living willow wigwams for children to sit in. Fire pit for 

night time fires 
27. Football pitch with country style benches along edge for spectators 
28. Existing sand arena 
29. Teenage corner with more challenging play equipment – trampoline, climbing wall etc. 
30. Turf maze or living willow spiral tunnel, with numerous exits and entrances 
31. Woodland walk with tree planting to link to existing forest 
32. Simple wooden seats to be located throughout both Stork Centre and Summer Camp 
33. Existing concrete fence 

 
 

 

 


